Timeline showing the development of Scout
Uniform from 1908 to the present day
When Robert Baden-Powell devised the scheme of Scouting for Boys it was for use by existing uniformed
organisations such as the Church Lads Brigade, Boys Brigade and Cadet Corps etc. However it was
soon apparent that boys and girls who were not part of some existing organisations taking up Scouting
and the demand was there for them to have their own organisation. They followed the guidance BadenPowell had laid down in Scouting for Boys for non-uniformed groups.
The Uniform has been listed in the Boy Scout Regulations from 1911 until 1914 when the title was
changed to Policy, Organisation and Rules the title still used to this day in which the uniform is still listed.
Thus always referring to the Boy Scouts as a Uniformed Scheme, this was confirmed in the Royal Charter
of 1912, this gave the Royal Seal of approval and recognition to "The Boy Scouts Association.

UNIFORM - Quotes from Robert Baden-Powell
The uniform means that you are now one of a big brotherhood. It goes all over the world. People think a
great lot of a boy who is dressed in this uniform, because they know he is not an ordinary boy, but that he
can be clean and smart and active, and that he can be trusted to do his best, to obey orders or to do good
turns for other people.
Wolf Cubs Handbook, 55
I may say that I always wear shorts, myself, winter and summer, and I never seem to have a cold. You might
as well expect to get cold from having your face and hands exposed.
Marksmanship for Boys, 58
I have often said: "I don't care a fig whether a Scout wears a uniform or not, so long as his heart is in his work
and he carries out the Scout Law". But the fact is that there is hardly a Scout who does not wear a uniform if
he can afford to buy it. The spirit prompts him to it.
Aids to Scoutmastership, WB, 43
Smartness in uniform and correctness in detail may seem a small matter, but has its value in the development
of self-respect and means an immense deal to the reputation of the Movement among outsiders who judge
by what they see.
Aids to Scoutmastership WB, 43
I see a tendency to go about hatless when in uniform. Well, I know, if you have shingled hair or a fluffy quiff it
must be very tempting to show it. At the same time it is rather swanking over the other poor chaps who can't
show as fine a crop. And, moreover, it is not uniform.
Jamboree, International Bureau Magazine, April 1929
Scouts wear the sleeves of their shirts rolled up because this tends to give them greater freedom, but also it
speaks to their "Being Prepared" for any job that may turn up.
Scouting (Boy Scouts of America), March 1932
One slovenly Scout, inaccurately dressed, may let down the whole Movement in the eyes of the public.
Scouting (Boy Scouts of America), March 1932
Any little urchin can slip off his boots and go about in shorts and a dirty shirt and wear a beret, and would be
classed as a Scout, were it not that a Scout is expected by onlookers to be always smartly and correctly
turned out.
The Scout, circa 1930
For the boy a uniform is a big attraction, and when it is a dress such as backwoodsmen wear it takes him in
imagination to be directly linked up with those frontiersmen who are heroes to him. The uniform also makes
for brotherhood, since when universally adopted it covers up all differences of class and country. The Scout
uniform, moreover, is simple and hygienic.
Lessons from the Varsity of Life, 284-285
A like uniform hides all differences and makes for equality in a country. But, more important still, it covers the
differences of country and race and makes all feel that they are members one with another of the one world
brotherhood.
Jamboree, International Bureau Magazine, July 1938
(same idea, ATM, 189, and Scouting, Boy Scouts of America, March 1932)

1909 - Boy Scouts
In Camp Fire Yarn No. 3 in Part I of Scouting for Boys (1908) B-P wrote :If your patrol does not belong to any Uniform Corps, it should dress as nearly as possible thus:









Flat - brimmed hat or wide-awake hat.
Coloured handkerchief tied loosely around the neck
Shirt: Flannel
Colours: a bunch of ribbons of patrol colour on left shoulder
Belt, Haversack, Shorts: trousers cut short at the knee
Stockings, with garters made of green braid
Boots or Shoes
Staff as high as scouts shoulder.

1909 - Girl Scouts
It wasn’t just boys that were inspired by Scouting and girls also set up their own patrols and troops.
Some were specifically for girls were as others formed part of a larger group with boys. These girls
adapted the uniform to meet their needs.

1909 - Scoutmasters
As no uniform for leaders had been laid down in Scouting for Boys early adults in the Movement adapted
the boys uniform combining it with other practical wear.

1911 - Scouts and Scoutmasters
The uniform requirements for both boys and adults was incorporated into the “Boy Scout Regulations” (an early version of POR) for the first time in 1911.
In an attempt to distance the Movement from accusations of being a military organisation the rules consistently forbid adults from wearing any military uniform or accessories when Scouting.

1912 - Scouts
The first diagram detailing the Scout uniform appears in Boy Scout Regulations.
This is also the first mention of a separate uniform for Sea Scouts.

Sea Scout, 1913.

1912 - Scoutmasters
The first diagram detailing the Scoutmaster uniform appears in Boy Scout Regulations.
This is also the first mention of a separate uniform for Sea Scoutmasters.
It is interesting to note that should finance be a barrier to buying a uniform then practical outdoor wear
could be worn instead.

1914 - Wolf Cubs
The pilot scheme for Wolf Cubs or Young Scouts was launched in January 1914. Although the
programme was a diluted version of the Scout one efforts were made to create a uniform that was more
appropriate to the younger boy.

1916 - Wolf Cubs
Wolf Cubs formerly became part of the Association in 1916 and the uniform was detailed in the 1917
POR for the first time.

1917 - Lady Scoutmaster (Scoutmistress)
The first warrant received by a Scoutmistress was issued in March 1909, however, despite pleas such as
this
Wanted a ladies uniform
Headquarters Gazette, July 1913
“…this position will be made much more difficult unless they have, what is dear to the heart of every
woman, be she a Scout or not, a becoming costume.”
Details of a uniform for women in Scouting were not published until 1917. The First World War had lead
to hundreds of women taking up Scouting to support the War effort and the Association recognised their
value and contribution. It was still felt the women were best suited to working with the Wolf Cubs
section.

Two Lady Cubmasters photographed
December 1916.

1919 - What’s round your neck?
Until 1919 the item of uniform worn around the neck was called a neckerchief. From 1919 POR refers to
it as a scarf.

1923 - Rover Scouts
A senior division for the Scouts section was first launched in 1917 but it wasn’t until the end of 1918
that the name Rover Scouts was used. Rover Scouts are first mentioned in POR in 1919 but only with a
note to say that a pamphlet of provisional rules has been published. The first mention of a Rover Scout
uniform in POR is in 1923 a more detailed summary appears for the first time in 1933.

1924 - Troop ring
Until 1924 a loose knot was the official method of fastening the neckerchief/scarf. The earliest mention
of an alternative method is 1924 when a troop ring is suggested. This had grown out of the leader training courses held at Gilwell Park. A Gilwell Park employee Bill Shankley had heard that America Scouts
were trying a new method of joining their scarves using a ring. These were called Boon Doggles, a play
on the idea some were made from dog bones! Bill developed the Turks Head knot from thin leather
strips and named his invention the woggle to rhyme with doggle. Bill’s woggle design became the Gilwell pattern which could be worn by Woodbadge holders.
The idea quickly became popular and an article appeared in The Scout in June 1923 called “Wear a scarf
woggle” and the Committee of the Council approved the use of a ring to fasten scarves the same year.
In 1928 the 13th edition of Scouting for Boys refers to wearing a ring to fasten your scarf and in the 14th
edition published a year later calls the ring a “woggle”. The use of inverted commas suggests this term
might have been thought of as slang, POR did not use the term until 1945!

1946 - Senior Scouts
Senior Scouts were introduced in 1946 offering provision for 15—18 year olds. The uniform was same
as for Scouts but with maroon garter and shoulder tabs.

1952 - Lady Scouter’s Uniform
Until this date a description of a Lady Scoutmaster/Scouter’s uniform was provided but it was not until
1952 that an illustration was provided.

1952 - Headwear
In 1952 the beret was introduced as an alternative to the traditional “lemon-squeezer” style hat. This
was available for Senior Scouts (maroon), Rovers and male and female Scouters. Cubs continue to wear
their cap.
By 1957 the illustrations in POR are showing the beret as the standard headwear for all sections (other
than Cubs) and leaders. The traditional hat is now the alternative heralding its eventual demise 10 years
later.

1967 - Implementation of Advanced Party Report (APR)
In 1964 The Chief Scout’s Advance Party was formed to review all aspects of Scouting. The report was
published in 1966 and changes implemented from 1967. The review included looking at the uniform
across the board. In the APR it was recommended that the uniform for Lady Scouters be reviewed every
3-4 years and all other uniform every 6—8 years. The uniform was to be worn on formal occasions and
be normal wear for most other occasions but the guiding principle was that dress should be most
appropriate to the activity for which it is being worn. Headgear should be worn on ceremonial occasions
but should not be insisted upon at other times. A common membership badge was introduced with a
different background colour for each section. The Movement had a year to adopt the new uniform after
the introduction of the changes.

1968 - Post APR new uniform details in POR - Cub Scouts
The Cub Scout uniform stayed the same as pre-APR although a t-shirt is introduced to wear under the
jersey. The main changes related to the badges. Previous a Wolf Cub badge was worn on the cap and
jersey. The cap badge was replaced with a gold fleur-de-lys badge and the jersey badge was replaced
by a membership badge. This change reflects the name change from Wolf Cubs to Cub Scouts and the
development of the programme with less emphasis being placed on The Jungle Book.

1968 - Post APR new uniform details in POR - Scouts
Main changes:
Land Scouts:
Mushroom colour trousers introduced (only section to still wear shorts are Cubs)
Traditional lemon-squeezer hat replaced with beret
Shirt changes from khaki, dark blue, green or grey to a standardised green shirt.
Sea Scouts - only change is to wear navy trousers rather than shorts.

1968 - Post APR new uniform details in POR - Venture
The Venture Scout uniform was entirely new and consisted of:

A beige long sleeved shirt

A beige long sleeved V-neck pullover

Dark brown tie (many Venture Scouts swapped to wearing a necker as the tie wasn’t popular).

Mushroom long trousers

Fawn socks

Brown/black shoes

Green beret
Venture Sea Scouts and Venture Air Scouts wore the same ensemble but in blue for Sea Scouts and
blue/grey for Air Scouts.

1968 - Post APR new uniform details in POR - Leaders
Following the APR the terms Scouter, Lady Scouter, Scout/Cubmaster and Scout/Cubmistress were
dropped and all adult section/group volunteers became know as leaders e.g. Group Scout Leader,
Assistant Cub Leader.
Female leaders had the option to wear green skirt/shirt or green dress with a green cardigan. Trousers
(slacks) could be worn on pack holidays but not to meetings.
Male leaders uniform was the same at for the Venture Scouts; beige shirt and jumper with mushroom
trousers and a green beret. The only difference was the leaders wore a green tie.

1972 - World Membership Badge
The membership badges that had been introduced for each section in 1967 were quickly replaced by a
universally used purple membership badge. This badge first appeared in POR in 1972.

1985 - Beaver Uniform
Pre-Cub sections were being started by Scout organisations across the world and in the mid-1970s The
Scout Association commissioned a report into the possibilities of launching pre-Cub provision for the rest
of the UK. A favourable response was received and, following the example of the Wolf Cubs almost 70
years previously, a pilot scheme was launched in 1982. During this experimental phase Beavers were
not formal members of Scouting as they, unlike their leaders, did not make a promise. The purpose of the
section was to provide “fun and friends” and deliver a programme with balance and variety. The initial
basic uniform was a turquoise scarf with a maroon woggle. In 1985 the first Beaver uniform summary
appeared in POR. From 1986 the uniform stated Beaver Scouts should wear appropriate trousers or
shorts.

1985 - Female Venture Scouts and leaders
Girls were allowed to join Venture Scout units from 1976 however the first POR reference to a girls
uniform was not until 1985.
The uniform was the same as the boys uniform with the addition of a mushroom colour skirt. Female
Venture Scouts did not have to wear a beret.

In 1985 the female leaders uniform was revised and the colours changed to mushroom tie in with the
male leaders uniform. Cub leaders could opt to still wear green. Women could also now wear trousers
as part of their uniform.

1989 - Headwear
From 1989 all headwear was dropped from the uniform requirements for Cubs, Scouts, Venture Scouts
and leaders. Sea Scouts, Ventures and leaders continue to wear a cap and Air Scouts, Ventures and
Leaders continue to wear a blue beret.

1992 - Girl Scouts and leaders
1992 - Culottes are added to the uniform options for female leaders and Venture Scouts.
Following a resolution in 1991 girls were allowed to join all sections of Scouting from 1992. This was
optional and groups could opt out if they wished. There was no amendment to the youth sections uniform until 1995.
1995





Cubs - standard uniform “nether garments” to be agreed by the pack, GSL and parents.
Scouts - colour and style of uniform trousers and alternative for females to be decided by the Patrol
Leader’s council after consultation with Troop membership, bearing in mind the image of The Scout
Association.
Air and Sea Scouts - blue or grey trousers and alternative for females

2002 - Uniform review
From 2000 a review was implemented with a mass consultation process that included 46,000 questionnaires being completed by the Movement. The process involved gathering feedback on various proposed
options including:


Navy activity trousers and skirts - trousers were popular skirts were not.



Beavers sweatshirts changing from grey to turquoise—60% approved of the change



Claret shirts for the new Explorer section—not popular



Grey shirts for leaders—not popular

2002 - Uniform review


Summary of the feedback received and the final uniform decisions. Tweaks have been made since
2002 with changes e.g. logos for the Beaver and Cubs sections appearing on the sweatshirts.

2002 - Uniform review results
Beaver Scout Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

turquoise crew neck sweatshirt;

Group scarf;

maroon woggle or one of another colour that identifies the lodge or team.
b. Items of official uniform for which there is a personal choice:

smart navy blue skirt.
c. Optional items a Group may decide to have as part of its official uniform:

navy blue shorts;

grey fleece;

navy blue outer jacket;

navy blue baseball cap.
d. Optional items for activity dress:

navy blue activity trousers;

turquoise polo shirt.

2002 - Uniform review results
Cub Scout Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

dark green crew neck sweatshirt;

Group scarf and identifying Six woggle.
b. Items of official uniform for which there is a personal choice:

smart navy blue skirt.
c. Optional items a Group may decide to have as part of its official uniform:

navy blue shorts;

grey fleece;

navy blue outer jacket;

navy blue baseball cap.
d. Optional items for activity dress:

navy blue activity trousers;

dark green polo shirt.

2002 - Uniform review results
Scout Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

teal green long sleeved shirt or blouse;

navy blue activity trousers;

smart navy blue skirt;

Group scarf and woggle;

leather Scout belt and buckle.
b. Optional items a Group may decide to have as part of its official uniform:

navy blue shorts;

grey fleece;

navy blue outer jacket;

navy blue baseball cap.
c. Optional items for activity dress:

teal green polo shirt;

navy blue sweatshirt.

2002 - Uniform review results
Sea Scout Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

dark blue jersey;

light blue long sleeve shirt or blouse;

smart navy blue trousers;

smart navy blue skirt;

Group scarf and woggle;

leather Scout belt and buckle;

Seaman’s Class 2 round cap with ‘Sea Scout’ tallyband.
b. Optional items a Group may decide to have as part of its official uniform:

navy blue shorts;

lanyard worn only with Bosun’s call;

grey fleece;

navy blue outer jacket;

navy blue activity trousers.
c. Optional items for activity dress:

navy blue baseball cap;

navy blue sweatshirt.

2002 - Uniform review results
Air Scout Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

light blue long sleeve shirt or blouse;

smart navy blue trousers;

smart navy blue skirt;

Group scarf and woggle;

leather Scout belt and buckle;

Air Scout beret with cloth badge.
b. Optional items a Group may decide to have as part of its official uniform:

navy blue shorts;

grey fleece;

navy blue outer jacket;

navy blue activity trousers.
c. Optional items for activity dress:

navy blue baseball cap;

navy blue sweatshirt.

2002 - Uniform review results
Explorer Scout Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

beige long sleeve or short sleeve shirt or blouse;

Explorer Scout Unit scarf and woggle (a Group scarf may be worn if specified in the Partnership Agreement);

navy blue activity trousers;

smart navy blue skirt;

Scout belt/Explorer Belt and buckle/Young Leader belt and buckle once achieved.
b. Optional items a Explorer Scout Unit may decide to have as part of its official uniform:

navy blue shorts;

grey fleece;

navy blue outer jacket;

navy blue baseball cap.
c. Optional items for activity dress:

beige polo shirt;

navy blue sweatshirt.
Variation for Sea Scout Explorer

light blue long sleeve shirt or blouse;

Seaman’s Class 2 round cap with ‘Explorer Sea Scout’ tallyband or peaked Officer’s hat with

white top and Sea Scout cap badge (each Explorer Scout Unit to wear the same headwear

option)
Variation for Air Scout Explorer

light blue long sleeve shirt or blouse;

Air Scout beret with cloth badge.

2002 - Uniform review results
Scout Network / Adult Member’s Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

stone long sleeve or short sleeve shirt or blouse;

Group / Explorer Scout Unit / Scout Network / universal / Gilwell / Scout Active Support scarf

(as entitled) and woggle or, on formal occasions, a blue tie;

Scout belt / Explorer Belt and buckle.
b. Items of official uniform for which there is a personal choice:

navy blue activity trousers;

smart navy blue trousers;

smart navy blue skirt.
c. Optional items a Group / Explorer Scout Unit / Scout Network / Scout Active Support Unit may
decide to have as part of its official adult uniform:

navy blue shorts;

grey fleece;

navy blue outer jacket;

navy blue baseball cap.
d. Optional items for activity dress:

navy blue sweatshirt:

stone polo shirt.
Sea Scout Network / Adult Member’s Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

light blue long sleeve shirt or blouse;

peaked Officer hat with white top and Sea Scout cap badge;

Naval pattern tricorn hat option for females holding uniformed appointments.
Air Scout Network / Adult Member’s Uniform
a. Items of official uniform:

light blue long sleeve shirt or blouse;

Air Scout beret with cloth badge.

2014 - Long line ladies Scout uniform shirt
Uniform should not be a barrier to accessing Scouting or Scouting activities. To ensure the official
uniform meets the needs of TSA’s Members, an alternative version of the female adult uniform was
developed. This was designed particularly for members who are required to dress modesty due to
religious or cultural reasons.
The shirt was designed in consultation and partnership with female Muslim Members.
This may be worn by adult Members and Members of Scout Network. It is worn over navy blue trousers.

